SPMS Meet Operations Report  
Thursday April 16, 2015  
Submitted by Robin Smith

SPMS/SW Zone SCY Championships (Goleta):  
Meet was well run and well officiated  
Short timelines due to number of swimmers  
Swimmers very happy with custom medals/ribbons and high point towels

LCM SPMS Meets:  
All Meet Directors/Hosts for SPMS LCM Season have been communicated with regarding sanctioning requirements and expectations for equipment (watches, lap counters, etc...), awards, and deck marshals.

Upcoming LCM SPMS Meets:  
- May 17th – Santa Clarita LCM – Sanctioned, Registration active  
- June 13th – Las Vegas LCM – In progress?  
- June 18th – Yucaipa LCM – Sanction Payment Received, Meet Form in Progress  
- June 25th-28th – MVN TYR Swim Meet of Champions (LCM, dual-sanction USMS/USA-S) – Sanctioned, Registration pending  
- July 4th to 5th – San Luis Obispo Firecracker Meet (LCM, dual-sanction USMS/USA-S) – In progress?  
- July 5th – MVN Patrick Moore Memorial Relay Meet – In progress?  
- July 11th – Santa Barbara LCM – In progress?  
- August 14th-16th – SPMS/SW Zone Summer Championships (MVN) – In progress?

Note: The California Senior Games Swimming Event in Pasadena on June 7th has been Recognized. Registration is through Pasadena Senior Center link.

Meets continue to be run efficiently and in a timely manner. Results have been posted promptly and articles/pictures have been submitted to the Newsletter.